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Supersonic Freejets from Shaped Nozzles Kushal S. Kedia1, Job Kurian2



Summary Characteristics of supersonic freejets from nozzles of different geometries are studied experimentally. The faster centre line total pressure decay of lobed nozzles as compared to other nozzles shows their effectiveness in mixing. Tabbed nozzles too have short axial potential core and are quite comparable to lobed nozzles. Radial total pressure profiles also indicate the effectiveness in mixing of lobed and tabbed nozzles over conical one. Schlieren photographs of freejets revealed the complex pattern of alternate compression and expansion regions in lobed nozzles. Jet spread can be seen in the pictures, which qualitatively reveal greater penetration of jet from lobed nozzles in the ambient as compared with other nozzles. Keywords: Potential core, Lobed nozzle, Tabbed Nozzle, Mixing.



Nomenclature A - Area P - Pressure R - Radial Coordinate



D - Diameter M - Mach No. x - Axial Coordinate



Subscripts: e - Equivalent t Total ex - Exit



s - Static ax - axial o - Reservoir



Introduction Recently, there has been an increased interest in achieving enhanced mixing of high speed gaseous streams. This has been primarily with regard to scramjets, air-augmented rockets, etc [1, 2]. Various studies by Papamoschou and Roskho[3], Goebel and Dutton[4], Clemens and Mungal[5] show that the mixing of co-axial jets is retarded considerably due to slow growth of shear layer which is an effect of compressibility. Measurements by Paterson[7] at subsonic speeds and water flow visualization at very low speeds by Werle et al[6] revealed that generation of axial vortices was responsible for enhanced mixing performances. Tillman et al[8] concluded that the above finding was true even for supersonic flow with a co-axial subsonic flow. Gutmark et al[9] also attributed the supersonic mixing enhancement to axial vortices. Schadow et al[10] studied elliptic supersonic jet characteristics. Gutmark et al[11] and Tillman et al[12] studied mixing in high speed flows using non circular nozzle geometries. Narayan and Damodaran[13] used radially lobed nozzles to study mixing phenomena in supersonic flows. Srikrishnan et al[14] experimentally studied the thermal mixing enhancement of radially lobed nozzles over conventional circular ones. Rameshkumar and Kurian[15, 16] and Rameshkumar[17] studied freejets and co-axial jets using radially lobed mixer nozzles. In background of the extensive work done by different groups on various nozzles, the present work attempts a comparative study of supersonic freejet characteristics from a few of them under identical conditions. 1 2
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Motivation Despite of extensive research, several issues pertaining to the mixing and combustion of high speed streams remain unsolved. In order to realize the full potential of the propulsion system involving supersonic combustion those issues are very significant. For the enhancement of supersonic mixing, passive methods such as the use of C-D nozzles with modified geometry have been proposed by many groups of researchers. Extensive studies, including the freejet characteristics of such nozzles has been done by the different groups under different operating conditions. In the present work, a comparative study of the free jet characteristics of a few such nozzles under identical experimental conditions is carried out and the results are consolidated.



Description of Test Facility The experimental work was conducted in the supersonic freejet facility in the Gas Dynamics Laboratory of the Department of Aerospace Engineering, IIT Madras. Various nozzles could be used interchangeably in the facility. The working medium was air. All the experiments were done for the reservoir stagnation pressure of 0.5 MPa. For freejet studies, static and total pressures at various axial and radial locations of the jets were measured respectively using long conical supersonic static and conventional total pressure probes. For the purpose of moving of the probes, a fully automatic 3 - D computerized traversing mechanism was used. Seven C-D nozzles were used in this study. The design Mach no. of all of them was 1.7. All of them had same throat dimensions and exit plane area. The Equivalent Exit Diameter of all the seven Fig 1: C-D Nozzles 1, 2, 4 & 6 nozzles is De = 25.5mm. All the nozzles had a smooth circular cross section convergence till the throat and the contouring for different geometries began after the throat. The lobed nozzles have alternate troughs formed between two adjacent lobes and crests formed by the lobes. The plane bisecting the width of the lobes is referred to as the major plane and the plane bisecting opposing troughs is referred to as the minor plane. The nozzle no. 1, 5, 6 & 7 are the same as used by Rameshkumar[11]. The nozzle no 3 & 4 were made identical to nozzle 1 in almost all respects with additional inward plane and outward plane triangular tabs respectively. These nozzles (3 & 4) are referred to as tabbed nozzles. Nozzle no. 2 (elliptic) was also made very similar to nozzle no 1 with same exit plane and throat area. In summary, the description of nozzles is as follows: Nozzle No. Exit Cross Section 1 Circular [Fig 1] 2 Elliptic [Fig 1] 3 Inwards tabbed 4 Outwards tabbed [Fig 1] 5 Radially Lobed (8 lobes) 6 Radially Lobed (6 lobes) [Fig 1] 7 Radially Lobed (8 lobes with 20% greater lobe height than nozzle 5)



Schlieren Flow Visualization Setup: Qualitative flow visualization can be done by using a conventional Schlieren Optical Bench. It consists of a light source, two concave mirrors, converging lens, and knife edge. They are arranged such that a point light source, formed using the converging lens and the light source, is at the focus of one of the Concave mirrors. The mirror thus reflects it as a parallel beam which is made to pass through the region of jet flow such that it is normal to the flow axis. This beam is further reflected using another convex mirror to required size on a screen. A knife edge is placed at the focus of the second mirror. It is used since Schlieren technique works on the principle of refractive index gradient in a density varying field. A CCD camera is used to capture the image obtained on the screen. The picture obtained is a time averaged Schlieren picture.



Results and Discussion a. Axial Pressure measurements:



Fig 2: Axial Pressure Decay Fig 2 shows the shock corrected total axial pressure decay along the axis of the jet of all the CD nozzles under identical designed exit M = 1.7. The numbers in the legend indicate the CD Nozzle number as indicated in the Description of Test Facility above. A Log Scale is chosen for the x axis since the potential cores of different nozzles are short as compared to the total range of x axis. Thus potential core comparison of the nozzles becomes convenient. The shock corrected total pressures are obtained by using Rayleigh Pitot relation. The pressure decay is an indication of mixing and penetration of the freejet. A jet is characterized by a potential core, which is a region characterized by nearly constant total pressure and a decay zone, which is a region of velocity decay and



pressure decay away from the nozzle exit. The potential core of the conical nozzle is the longest. Inwards tabbed has slightly slower decay than outwards tabbed 4 but quite shorter than conical 1 (about 45%). The potential core of lobed 5 is shorter by about 70 % than conical 1 and that of lobed 6 & 7 is shorter by about 80%. At x/De = 6, the total pressure for tabbed, elliptic and lobed 5 is about 55% less and for lobed 6, 7 the total pressure is about 65% less. The additional pressure drop seen in lobed nozzles as compared to conical nozzle can be attributed to the following things. 1. High shock losses resulting due to complex shock structure depicted in schlieren pictures (in later section). 2. Enhanced mixing and higher penetration resulting in momentum loses. 3. More wetted surface area inside the lobed nozzle leading to viscous losses.



b. Radial Pressure measurements: Increasing uniformity in the radial pressure profiles indicate the decreasing pressure gradients and thus the increasing mixing in the flow field. Thus the mixing enhancement is directly understood from the uniformity in radial pressure profiles. For x/De = 3.922[Fig 3a] it can be seen that appreciable uniformity is achieved in the pressure profile after R/De = 0.5 for conical, whereas it is about R/De = 0.2 for lobed nozzles in their major plane and about R/De = 0.3 for tabbed nozzles. Thus lobed nozzles have better mixing as compared to other nozzles. For elliptic and lobed nozzles, major and minor plane pressure surveys are done. The jet spread is a region outside which pressure nearly drops to the ambient pressure. For smaller x/De = 0.784[Fig 3b], it was seen that for both elliptic and lobed nozzles, the jet spread is quite high in major plane as compared to minor plane. Also the jet spread in both the planes of elliptic was higher than that in corresponding planes of lobed nozzle respectively. At large downstream locations, increase in radial uniformity can be seen for all the nozzles. Fig 4 a, b, c show radial pressure profiles for conical, outward tabbed and major plane of lobed nozzle5 at different x/De. It can be seen that pressure profiles of jets from lobed nozzles and even tabbed ones attain uniformity with increasing x/De at a greater rate than jet from conical nozzle. Thus lobed and tabbed nozzles are better in rate of mixing than conical nozzle. This can be one of the reasons of faster total axial pressure decay for lobed nozzles indicated in the previous section.



Fig 3a : Radial total pressure profiles



Fig 3b: major minor plane comparison of radial profiles



Fig 4a : Radial total pressure profiles of Conical1



Fig 4b : Radial total pressure profiles of Tabbed 4



Fig 4c : Radial total pressure profiles of Radially Lobed 5



c. Freejet Visualization: The reservoir pressure kept for schlieren visualization is 0.6 MPa corresponding to slightly under-expanded expansion ratio of the nozzles. Fig 5 shows all the schlieren photographs with identical size (scale). The flow is directed from right to left. Compression zones were identified by dark regions and expansion zones by bright regions. For conical nozzle, a diamond shaped shock cell structure can be observed. For elliptic, alternate expansion and compression zones can be seen. For lobed nozzles, a highly complex pattern of alternate shocks and expansion fans can be observed. This complexity in shock pattern is one of the reasons for total axial pressure losses mentioned in axial measurements section. Zoomed observations of the shocks from lobed nozzle reveal presence of a very large no. of small curved shocks. These are formed due to pressure differences in the field. Large no of shocks indicate large no of such pressure variant regions. Pressure differences result in vortex formations. Thus the complex shock patterns in lobed nozzles indicate the presence of vortices. For tabbed nozzles, a diamond shaped shock cell structure is observed. But here also, near the tabbed nozzles small number of curved shock patterns can be seen. Careful observations also shows greater jet spread from the lobed and elliptic nozzles as compared to conical nozzle. This shows higher penetration of the jet into the ambient air.



Fig 5: Schlieren Pictures



Conclusion The rapid decay of axial pressures of lobed nozzles indicates high mixing and penetration capabilities. Even Tabbed circular nozzles have high axial pressure decay than the circular nozzle thereby showing that simple tabs at the exit plane for circular nozzles can enhance supersonic mixing with least compromise in circular geometry. The no. of lobes did not affect the results in a very significant way, although the six lobed nozzle no 6 has greater penetration (higher axial pressure decay) then the eight lobed one. The radial pressure profiles of lobed nozzles reveal that better uniformity is attained in short axial distances thereby assuring enhanced mixing. Even here, circular nozzles prove to be very poor in mixing with the ambient air. Schlieren photos give the shock structures in freejets. A large no of curved shocks in complex pattern as in case of lobed nozzles indicate the possibility of large scale vortices due to high local pressure gradient field. Jet spread can be seen by careful observation of the pictures. Lobed nozzles have higher jet spread indicating greater jet penetration.
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